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Quantum rate constants for the H 21OH reaction with the centrifugal
sudden approximation
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The cumulative reaction probability~CRP! has been calculated for the H21OH↔H2O1H in its full
dimensionality by using the centrifugal sudden~CS! approximation forJ.0. The Boltzmann
average of the CRP provides the most accurate thermal rate constant to date for the title reaction on
the Walch, Dunning, Schatz, Elgersma~WDSE! potential energy surface~PES!. It is found that the
theoretical rate is larger than the experimental value in the low temperature region~a factor of;1.8
at 300 K!, and smaller than the experimental value for temperatures higher than 500 K, indicating
that a more accurate PES is needed to provide a quantitative description of the title reaction. We also
demonstrate that the ‘‘J-shifting’’ approximation in which we calculateN(J.K,K) from N(J
5K,K) by an energy shift works very well for this reaction. However, the ‘‘J- and K-shifting’’
approximation@calculatingN(J,K) from N(J50,K50)] overestimates the rate for this reaction by
about 60% for all the temperatures investigated. It is also found that the CS rate constant is
substantially lower than the rate constant for the ground rovibrational state of the reagents calculated
on the same PES, indicating that initial rotational excitation is important to the thermal rate constant
for this reaction~it causes a decrease!. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant progress has been made in the last few y
in quantum reactive scattering studies of four-atom reacti
in the gas-phase. Starting from reduced dimensiona
approaches,1,2 it is now possible to carry out full-dimensiona
quantum calculations for diatom-diatom3–5 and
atom-triatom6 reactions due to the development of new th
oretical and computational methodologies and the explo
tion of increasingly fast computers. Accurate quantum sc
tering studies have been carried out for a number
important four atom reactions, such as the H21OH
↔H2O1H3,4,6–8 and its isotopically substituted
reactions,9–11 the HO1CO reaction,12 and recently the
H21CN reaction.13 Total reaction probabilities, cross se
tions, rate constants, and even final state resolved rea
probabilities have been reported for these reactions for a
initial states. The cumulative reaction probabilities~CRP!
N(E) for J50 have also been calculated for the H2

1 OH14–16and H2 ~D2)1CN17 reactions. These studies pro
vide unprecedented quantitative descriptions of these f
atom reactions.

However, these earlier quantum results are still not s
ficient to be used for unambiguous comparisons with exp
mental observations, or to judge conclusively the quality
the potential energy surface~PES! used in dynamics calcu
lation. For example, in order to compare with the experim
790021-9606/98/109(1)/79/8/$15.00
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tal thermal rate constants, the ‘‘J- and K-shifting
approximation18,19,1 was invoked earlier to obtain the theo
retical rate constants from the CRP forJ50.14,15~The CRP’s
for J.0 are extremely demanding computationally.! The J-
shifting and K-shifting approximations are both based on
assumption that the total angular momentumJ and its pro-
jection on the body-fixed axisK only affect on the reaction
probability by an energy shift due to the effective rotation
potential at the transition state.18,19 These approximations
have never been tested for a four-atom reaction. A rec
study on triatom systems showed that the variation ofK has
a stronger effect on the dynamics than the change ofJ be-
cause it affects more strongly the internal motions.20 Thus
we should treat rate constants obtained by using the J-
K-shifting approximation for four-atom reactions with ca
tion. One purpose of this study is to evaluate the adequac
these approximations.

Some time ago, we developed the transition state w
packet method~TSWP!21 to calculate efficiently the cumula
tive reaction probabilitiesN(E) at all energies desired from
single propagation of each transition state wave packet
ward and backward in time. TheN(E)’s so obtained can
then be thermally averaged to produce the thermal rate c
stants at all desired temperatures. This approach differs f
the other approaches to calculating either the r
constant22–26 or N(E)27,14 directly in that we do not have to
repeat our time dependent calculations for different energ
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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or temperatures. The great efficiency of the new method
direct reactions, demonstrated on the H21OH reaction16 and
recently on the H2 ~D2)1CN reaction,17 makes it possible to
carry out the calculation of the total CRPN(E) summed over
all important angular momentum valuesJ for some four
atom reactions.

In this paper, we report the first calculation ofN(E) for
a four-atom reaction summed overJ. Specifically, we
present the full dimensional quantum calculations of C
N(E) for the reaction of H21OH under the centrifugal sud
den ~CS! approximation.28,29 We use the WDSE PES30,31

modified by Clary.32 From theseN(E)’s one can obtain the
thermal rate constants via the Boltzmann average. Altho
the CS approximation also has not been tested for any f
atom reaction, it has been tested for some atom-diatom r
tions, and found to be within 20%–25% of the accurate th
mal rate constant. A recent test by Aguado33 showed the CS
approximation works very well for the Li1HF reaction,
while another recent test by Miller and co-workers revea
that it is not very accurate for the Cl1H2 reaction~although
they did not show how bad the CS rate constant is compa
to their accurate result!.26 However, it is generally accepte
that the CS approximation is more reliable than the J-
K-shifting approximation for most reactions. Thus we b
lieve that our calculation should provide the most accur
rate constant for this four atom reaction to date as well a
rather unambiguous test for the accuracy of the PES and
validity of J- and K-shifting approximation for this four
atom reaction. This study not only demonstrates our ab
to accurately calculate rate constants for four-atom react
on a given potential energy surface, it is also of practi
importance for modeling this very important combustion a
atmospheric reaction.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we outli
the theoretical methodology of the TSWP approach toN(E)
for the H21OH reaction. Section III presents the results
our calculation, includingN(E) and rate constants for th
title reaction as well as comparisons with the J-shifting a
J- and K-shifting approximations. We conclude in Sec. IV

II. THEORY

A. The TSWP approach to N„E…

The transition state wave packet~TSWP! approach to the
CRPN(E) was derived by Zhang and Light21 from the well-
known formulation given by Miller and co-workers,34

N~E!5
~2p!2

2
tr@d~E2H !F2d~E2H !F1#, ~1!

where theFi ’s are quantum flux operators at dividing su
facesi ~which may or may not be the same!

F5
1

2m
@d~q2q0! p̂q1 p̂qd~q2q0!#. ~2!

Herem is the reduced mass of the system,q is the coordinate
perpendicular to the dividing surface located atq5q0 which
separates products from reactants, andp̂q is the momentum
operator conjugate to the coordinateq. It is well known that
in one dimension the flux operator is of rank two with only
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 128.135.132.83. Redistribution subject to A
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6 pair of nonvanishing eigenvalues. The correspond
eigenstates are also complex conjugates,22,23,35

Fu6&56lu6&. ~3!

In the TSWP approach we first choose a dividing surfa
S1 separating the products from reactants preferably loca
to minimize the density of internal~transition! states for the
energy region considered. The initial transition state wa
packetsuf i

1& ( i 51,n) are constructed as the direct produc
of the Hamiltonian eigenstates onS1, uf i&, and flux operator
eigenstateu1& with positive eigenvaluel for the coordinate
perpendicular toS1, i.e.,

uf i
1&5uf i&u1& with HS1

uf i&5« i uf i&. ~4!

The trace in Eq.~1! then can be efficiently evaluated i
terms ofuf i

1& ( i 51,n). Utilizing the Fourier transform iden-
tity between the energy and time domains ford(E2H), we
convert the problem into a time-dependent one by propa
ing uf i

1& ( i 51,n) in time as in the initial state selected wav
packet approach to get the cumulative reaction probab
N(E),

N~E!5(
i 51

n

Ni~E!5(
i 51

n

^c i~E!uFuc i~E!&. ~5!

The energy-dependent wave functionsuc i(E)& are calculated
on the second dividing surfaceas

c i~E!5AlE
2`

1`

dt ei ~E2H !tuf i
1&. ~6!

B. Application to the H 21OH reaction

The Hamiltonian for the diatom-diatom system in mas
scaled Jacobi coordinates can be written as32,16

H5
1

2m (
i 51

3 S 2
]2

]si
2

1
j i
2

si
2D 1V~s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,u1 ,u2 ,f!,

~7!

where j 1 and j 2 are the rotational angular momenta for H2

and OH which are coupled to formj 12. In the body-fixed
frame the orbital angular momentum,j 3, is represented as
(J2 j 12)

2, whereJ is the total angular momentum. In Eq.~7!,
m is the mass of the system,

m5~m1m2m3!1/3, ~8!

with m i ( i 5123) being the reduced masses for H2, OH, and
the system,

m15
mH mH

mH1mH
,

m25
mH mO

mH1mO
. ~9!

m35
~mH1mH!~mH1mO!

mH1mH1mH1mO
.

The mass-scaled coordinatessi are defined as
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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si
25

m i

m
Ri

2 , ~10!

whereRi ( i 5123) are the bond lengths for H2, OH, and the
intermolecular distance between the centers of mass o2

and OH, respectively.
In the body-fixed frame, coupled total angular mome

tum eigenfunctionsY jK
JMe used to expand the TD wave func

tion, are the eigenfuncton forJ, j 1, j 2, j 12, and the parity
operator.36–38 They are defined as39

Y jK
JMe5~11dK0!21/2A2J11

8p
@DKM

J Yj 1 j 2

j 12K

1e~21! j 11 j 21 j 121JD2KM
J Yj 1 j 2

j 12 2K
#, ~11!

whereDK,M
J is the Wigner rotation matrix,40 e is the parity of

the system,K is the projection of total angular momentu
on the body-fixed axis, andYj 1 j 2

j 12K is the angular momentum

eigenfunction ofj 12 defined as37

Yj 1 j 2

j 12K5(
m1

^ j 1 m1 j 2 K2m1u j 12K&yj 1m1

3~u1,0!yj 2 K2m1
~u2 ,f!, ~12!

andyjm are spherical harmonics. Note in Eq.~11! the restric-
tion e(21) j 11 j 21 j 121J51 partitions the whole rotational ba
sis set into even and odd paritiesonly for K50, thus the
basis set forKÞ0 is larger than that forK50.

The interaction potential matrix in the angular mome
tum basisY jK

JMe is diagonal inK. It is calculated as36,37

^Y jK
JMeuVuYj 8K8

JMe &52pdKK8^Yj 1 j 2

j 12KuVuY
j
18 j

28

j 128 K
&. ~13!

Thus we can see the potential matrix for even parity is id
tical to that for odd parity forKÞ0. The centrifugal poten-
tial, i.e., the (J2 j 12)

2 term in the Hamiltonian shown in Eq
~7!, which is not diagonal inK in the BF representation, i
given by,36,37

^Y jK
JMeu~J2 j 12!

2uYj 8K8
JMe &

5d j j 8$@J~J11!1 j 12~ j 1211!22K2#dKK8

2lJK
1 l j 12K

1 ~11dK0!1/2dK11,K8

2lJK
2 l j 12K

2 ~11dK1!1/2dK21,K8% ~14!

and the quantityl is defined as

lAB
6 5@A~A11!2B~B61!#1/2. ~15!

Under the CS approximation, we neglect the coupling
tween differentK in Eq. ~14!, and calculate the CRP fo
individual K separately as

N~e,K,E!5 (
J>K

~2J11!N~e,J,K,E!. ~16!

For K50, the different basis sets for even and odd pa
result in different values ofN(e,J,K50,E). However, for
K.0, the rotational basis set, the interaction potential m
trix, as well as the centrifugal potential matrix are the sa
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 128.135.132.83. Redistribution subject to A
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for even and odd parities. As a result,e561 yield the same
value of N(e,J,K,E) for K.0. Thus one has to calculat
N(e,J,K.0,E) for only one parity. The final CRP is the
sum ofN(e,K,E),

N~E!5(
K,e

N~e,K,E!

5(
e

N~e,K50,E!12 (
K.0

N~e51,K,E!. ~17!

In order to construct the initial transition state wa
packetuf i

1& in Eq. ~4!, we define two new ‘‘reaction coor
dinate’’ variablesq1 andq3 by translating and rotating thes1

ands3 axes,21,41

S q1

q3
D 5S cosx sin x

2sin x cosx
D S s12s1

0

s32s3
0D . ~18!

It can be seen from this equation that we first move
origins of the (s1, s3) coordinates to (s1

0, s3
0), then we rotate

these two axes by the anglex. @These coordinates are anal
gous to collinear reaction coordinates for a triatom
H21~OH! system.#

The Hamiltonian in Eq.~7! can be written in term ofq1,
s2, andq3 as

H5
1

2mS 2
]2

]q1
2

2
]2

]s2
2

2
]2

]q3
2

1
j 1
2

s1~q1 ,q3 ,s1
0 ,s3

0!2
1

j 2
2

s2
2

1
j 3
2

s3~q1 ,q3 ,s1
0 ,s3

0!2D 1V. ~19!

By choosing the dividing surfaceS1 at q150, we can
calculate the ‘‘internal’’ transition states for the other fiv
degrees of freedom by solving for the eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian obtained by settingq150 in Eq. ~19!. After
constructing the initial wave packets in (q1 ,s2 ,q3 ,u1 ,u2 ,f)
coordinates, we transfer them to the (s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,u1 ,u2 ,f) co-
ordinates, and propagate them as in the regular wave pa
approach. The calculation of the bound states in 5D has b
presented in detail in Ref. 42, and the propagation of the
wave packet in the diatom-diatom coordinates has b
shown in Ref. 3; thus we will not present them again her

III. RESULTS

A. Numerical parameters

The parameters used in the current study are base
those employed in Ref. 16. We used a total number of
sine functions~among them 16 for the interaction region! for
the translational coordinates3 in a range of@2.8,11.0# a0.
The number of vibrational basis functions used for the
agent OH is 2. A total of 20 vibrational functions are em
ployed fors1 in the range of@0.4,3.8# a0 for the reagents H2.
For the rotational basis, we usedj 1max514 for H2, j 2max

516 for OH. We find that 0<K<9 convergesN(E) ad-
equately up to 0.5 eV. The values ofs1

0, s2
0, and x which

define the transition state surface were carefully chosen t
3.2 a0, 0.6 a0, and 33° to minimize the density of states o
the dividing surface.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In addition to the separation of even and odd parities
stated in the previous section, the even and odd rota
states of H2 are also can be separated. In the present st
we calculated theN(E) only for the even rotation of H2.
Because the rotation barrier for H2 in the transition state
region on the PES is quite high, the H2 is constrained, re-
quiring a number of rotational basis functions of either sy
metry. Thus theN(E) for the odd rotational manifold of H2
should be very close to that for the even rotation manifo

For K5023, we propagated the wave packets for 90
a.u. of time to converge the low energyN(e,J,K,E). For the
higher K, because the low energyN(e,J,K.3,E) are negli-
gible compared to the values given byK5023, we can
converge the non-negligibleN(E) in the higher energy re
gion by propagating the wave packets for only 3600 a
Even though the TSWP approach has been proven to be
efficient for calculatingN(E) for direct reactions, the com
putation is still extremely time-consuming even for this si
plest four-atom reaction. It used about 4 months of CPU ti
on a single SGI-R10000 processor!

B. The CRP N„E…

Figure 1 shows the highly convergedN(J50,K50,E)
with parities summed as a function of energy measured w
respect to the ground rovibrational state of reactants. I
very interesting to see that the small peak at very low tra
lational energy found in initial state selected total react
probability calculation by Zhang and Zhang3 persists quite
clearly inN(J50,K50,E). This small resonant peak is mo
likely caused by the unphysical well on the WDSE PES
discussed by Zhang and Zhang. Also shown in Fig. 1 are
CRP results calculated by Mantheet al.43,44 and that of our
previous study in Ref. 16. For high energies, all three cal
lations agree with each other quite well. However, for ve
low energies our previous CRP in Ref. 16 obviously was
well converged due to shorter propagation time. Our pres
CRP forJ50 agrees well with that of Mantheet al. except
that they did not resolve the small peak presumably beca
the grid they used in normal mode coordinates did not ext
to the unphysical well on the PES.43,44

FIG. 1. Cumulative reaction probabilityN(J50,E) as a function of energy
on a logarithmic scale. Solid line~present results!, long-dashed line~Ref.
16!, dashed line~Ref. 43!.
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The solid lines in Fig. 2 show theN(J,K50,E) and
N(J>2,K52,E) for some values ofJ. As is seen clearly, the
J-dependent curves in Fig. 2 are shifted toward higher
ergy roughly as a quadratic function of J, implying the
shifting approximation should work here. We also found th
the higherJ curves for eachK, K5029 can be well ap-
proximated by J-shifting from theN(J5K,K5029) curve,
as shown by the solid circles. The J-shifting values are
tained as

NJ-shifting~J.K,K,E!;N~J5K,K,E2DE~J,K !!, ~20!

where DE(J,K)5B†(J(J11)2K(K11)). The rotational
constantB† of 3.2 cm21 used for a best fit is very close t
the a priori value of 3.3 cm21, obtained from 1/(2m3R‡

2),
wherem3 is the reduced mass for the system in Eq.~9! and
R‡ is the intermolecular distance at the saddle point. Fr
Fig. 2 we can see the J-shifting approximation is very go
for this reaction, and as we will see later J-shifting al
works well for N(E) and the rate constant. We note that
recent initial state selected wave packet study on the H21CN
reaction also found that the J-shifting approximation wo
very well for that reaction.13

One should note that we have used the calculatedN(J
5K,K) (K50,9) to carry out the J-shifting to obtain th
N(J.K,K). However, the approximation used fre

FIG. 2. ~a! Cumulative reaction probabilityN(J,K50,E) ~summed over
parities! as a function of energy forJ50,5,10,14,18,21,24. Solid lines~CS
result!, solid circles ~J-shift result!; ~b! cumulative reaction probability
N(e51,J,K52,E) as a function of energy forJ52,7,12,16,20,23. Solid
lines ~CS result!, solid circles~J-shift result!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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quently to evaluate the thermal rate constant fromN(J
50,K50) actually involves both a K-shifting and J-shiftin
approximation.18,1,43We refer to it here as J- and K-shiftin
approximation1 to distinguish the J-shifting approximatio
procedure we use here. For this reaction wecannotfit N(J
5K,K.0) curves in terms ofN(J50,K50) curves by a
simple energy shift. In Fig. 3, we show theN(J5K,K)
curves forK5029. First we found that we cannot fit th
K.0 curves from theK50 as well as we did for the J
shifting. Even worse is the fact that we cannot fit the sh
roughly as any quadratic function ofK. Thus it is clear that
for this reaction, the J-shifting approximation works qu
well, while the K-shifting approximation is not very accu
rate.

This can be understood from the Hamiltonian in Eq.~7!
and the angular momentum basis set shown in Eq.~11!. Un-
der the CS approximation, the variation ofJ only changes
the value of the effective potential term [J(J11)1 j 12( j 12

11)22K2# in Hamiltonian. However, the main effect of th
variation of K is not in the @J(J11)1 j 12( j 1211)22K2#
term, but in changes of the angular momentum basis set
to the restrictionj 12>K in Eq. ~11!. Hence the effect ofK on
the dynamics is much harder to predict than a simple ef
tive potential shift, and can be much stronger than theJ
effect.20

In Fig. 4, we show N(K50,E) and N(e51,K51
29,E) @N(e51,K.0,E)5N(e521,K.0,E) under the CS
approximation#. For K.3, we did not try to convergeN(e
51,K.3,E) if it is less than 0.01. We can see very clea
the shift of N(e51,K,E) curves asK increases. The sma
peak shown in Fig. 1 can still be seen for the first few K

Figure 5 shows theN(E) summed over allK and pari-
ties. It is a very smooth curve, with a small shoulder atE
50.05 eV. Also shown in Fig. 5 is theN(E) obtained by
J-shifting which is very close to the CSN(E). This again
indicates the J-shifting approximation is good for this re
tion.

C. The rate constant

Once one obtains the CRP as a function of ener
N(E), the thermal rate constant is then simply given by
Boltzmann average

FIG. 3. Cumulative reaction probabilityN(J5K50,E) ~summed over pari-
ties! andN(e51,J5K,K,E) (1<K<9) as a function of energy.
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 128.135.132.83. Redistribution subject to A
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k~T!5@2pQr~T!#21E
2`

1`

dE e2E/kBTN~E!, ~21!

whereQr(T) is the reactant partition function~per unit vol-
ume!.

FromN(E) shown in Fig. 5, we can evaluate the therm
rate constants via Eq.~21!. Figure 6 and Table I show the
main results of this work: the rate constants for the title
action for the temperature range 300 K,T,800 K on the
WDSE PES under the CS approximation. Also shown in F
6 and Table I are the rate constant calculated from the
shifting N(E) shown in Fig. 5. For high temperatures, th
agreement between the CS result and the J-shifting resu
essentially perfect; for T5800 K, the difference is 2%. Fo
low temperatures, the error is slightly larger, for T5300 K
the J-shifting result is smaller than the CS result by 10
Tuning of theB‡ constant for the shifting should make th
agreement even better.

In Fig. 6 and Table I, we also show the rate consta
calculated fromN(J50,E) ~shown in Fig. 1! by using the J-
and K-shifting approximation,18,43

kJK-shifting~E!'@2pQr~T!#21Qrot
‡

3E
2`

`

dE e2E/kBTN~J50,E!, ~22!

FIG. 4. Cumulative reaction probabilityN(K50,E) ~summed over parities!
andN(e51,K,E) (0<K<9) as a function of energy.~a! Linear scale;~b!
logarithmic scale.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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whereQrot
‡ is the rotational partition function for the H2OH

complex and can be well approximated by the classical
pression,

Qrot
‡ 5A8p~kBT!3I A

‡ I B
‡ I C

‡ , ~23!

where I A
‡ , I B

‡ , and I C
‡ are the three principle moments o

inertia for the H2OH complex in the transition state geomet
~On the WDSE PES,I A

‡54079 a.u., I B
‡537520 a.u.,I C

‡

541599 a.u.!. Since one only usesN(J50,K50,E) to cal-
culate the rate constant, one has to make shifts forJ ~J-
shifting! as well as forK ~K-shifting! to get the CRP for all
the K and J. As we can see from Fig. 6 that the J- a
K-shifting rate constants have the same trend as the CS
sult, but are consistently larger than the accurate rates
factor of 1.6 for all the temperatures considered here. As
have mentioned in the Introduction, the CS approximation
within around 20%–25% of the accurate thermal rate c
stant for some atom-diatom reactions, and we would exp

FIG. 5. Cumulative reaction probabilityN(E) for title reaction as a function
of energy, solid lines~CS result!, dashed lines~J-shifting result!: ~a! Linear
scale;~b! logarithmic scale.
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it is within this accuracy for this diatom-diatom reactio
Thus the J- and K-shifting approximation overestimates
rate constant by at least 40% for the entire temperature
gion. Also the comparison among the CS result, the
shifting result, and the J- and K-shifting result shows ve
clearly that the K-shifting approximation causes the ma
part of the discrepancy between the J- and K-shifting r
constant and the CS rate constant, since the J-shifting re
is in very good agreement with the CS result.

Let us now compare our CS rate constants with exp
mental values.45 In Fig. 7, we can see the trend of rates
our calculation is rather different from that of experimen
For low temperatures the theoretical rates are higher than
experimental values. For T5300 K, the theoretical rate is
higher than the experimental rate by 80%. However, the
crease of theoretical rate constant with temperature is sig
cantly slower than that for experiment. As a result, for te
peratures higher than 500 K, the theoretical rate constan
lower than the experimental one. We believe that the
approximation cannot introduce such a large error in r
constant. Thus the discrepancy between theory and exp
ment is probably due to inaccuracies in the potential ene
surface. An improvement of this surface appears to be n
essary in order to obtain a quantitative description of
reaction.

Finally we compare our accurate rate constants w
other theoretical results. Because the cumulative reac
probabilities forJ50 by Manthe, Seideman, and Miller,43,44

by Wang and Bowman,46 and by Pogrebnya, Echave, an
Clary47 are quite close to the present CRP forJ50, their rate
constants obtained by the J- and K-shifting approximat
should be close to the present J- and K-shifting results. T

FIG. 6. Rate constant of the H21OH→H2O1H reaction. solid line~present
CS results!, dashed line~present J-shifting values!, and long-dashed line
~present J- and K-shifting values.
.4

.2
.1
TABLE I. Thermal rate constantsk(T) ~10214 cm3/s! as a function of temperature for the H21OH reaction.

T~K! 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

CS rate 1.20 2.44 4.53 7.66 12.0 17.6 24.5 32.5 41.7 51.7 62
J-shifting rate 1.08 2.26 4.24 7.26 11.5 17.1 24.0 32.1 41.6 52.0 63
J- and K-shifting rate 1.94 3.91 7.14 11.9 18.6 27.1 37.8 50.4 65.0 81.2 99
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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we do not show their results on Fig. 7. First, let us comp
our CS rate constant with the initial state-specific rate c
stants for H2(n50, j50!1OH(n50, j50!, kground~T!.3 Note
that thekground here is slightly different from that shown i
Ref. 3 by Zhang and Zhang, because here we used

QOH
elec~T!511e2DEelec/kT,

~24!
with DEelec5140 cm21,

for the OH electronic partition function, while Zhang an
Zhang simply used 2. As can be seen from the figure,
kground is quite substantially larger than the current CS r
constant, by 30% at T5300 K and 60% at T5800 K. Be-
cause the CS approximation is used in both calculations
tend to believe the difference comes mainly from the f
that thekground does not include the effects of rotations
reagents on the rate constant. The significant difference
tween the CS rate constant andkground indicates that initial
rotational excitation is quite important to the thermal ra
constant.

Finally, we see that the rigid bender approximati
~RBA! result of Clary32 lies below our calculated results a
low temperatures but is above at higher temperatures.
better agreement between the experiment and RBA is lik
to be fortuitous as discussed by Mantheet al.44

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The CRPN(E) for the prototypical four-atom reactio
H21OH has been calculated on the WDSE surface us
only the CS approximation. The calculation, with allJ
summed, is much more computationally demanding than
for N(E) (J50), and once again demonstrates that
TSWP approach developed by Zhang and Light allows
very efficient calculations of the CRP for direct reactio
with barriers in the transition state region. The rate cons
for the title reaction is then calculated from theN(E). Com-
parison shows significant differences between the pre

FIG. 7. Comparison of the present CS rate constant with the experim
and other theoretical results. Solid circles~experimental values, Ref. 45!,
solid line ~present CS results!, dot-dashed line~Ref. 3!, and dashed line
~Ref. 32!.
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rate constant and the experimental results, indicating the
should be improved in order to obtain a truly quantitati
description of the reaction.

Our calculation also show that the J-shifting approxim
tion in which we approximate theN(J.K,K) by shifting
N(J5K,K) works very well for this reaction. On the othe
hand, the J- and K-shifting approximation in which we ca
culate the rate constant solely fromN(E) (J50) signifi-
cantly overestimates the rate constant, indicating the
shifting approximation is not good for this reaction. Mo
tests on other reactions are highly desirable to verify if this
a general result for four-atom reactions. However, even
only the J-shifting approximation is good, it still can redu
the computational time by a factor of 5–10.

It is found that the full CS rate constant is quite signi
cantly smaller than the rate constant calculated for gro
state reagents only. This implies that initial rotational ex
tation of reagents is important to the thermal rate const
and that overall it reduces the thermal rate constant for
reaction.

Since the CS approximation has been never tested
any four-atom reaction, future study will need to address
question of how accurate the CS approximation is for t
four-atom reaction. The CS approximation has also been
plied frequently in the initial state selected wave packet
proach to calculate the total cross section and rate cons
for some initial states. Thus it will be extremely important
carry out such a test.
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